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CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE
Dear Fellow Members,
We find ourselves and our activities again being
disrupted by the pandemic. But we are also finding ways
to adapt to this unparalleled situation.
We should be very proud of the resources, energy and
enthusiasm our group is showing during these times.
This newsletter is a reflection of our strong commitment
to the spirit of QNHG.
Sadly, we have said goodbye to Dr Greta and Todd, as
they travelled back to Hawaii. They will be missed!
We are grateful to our wonderful speakers and experts
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LATEST SPEAKERS
Katie Reeves, a marine environmental and ecological
specialist, told us all about the whale sharks in
Qatari waters and why they aggregate in the Al
Shaheen field every year.

Dr Ferhan Sakal, archaeologist and
Dr Pedro Range, marine ecologist, told
us all we wanted to know about fishing
in Qatar - past, present and future.

Research scientists Dr Greta Aeby
and Dr Aspa Chatziefthimiou took us
on a virtual exploration of Qatar's
natural world in the sea and on land.

Dr Salma Al Hajri, Ministry of Municipality &
Environment, showcased insect fauna of Qatar,
with a special focus on the ant species.

Dr Nobby Yamaguchi, University Malaysia
Terengganu, brought us his research into toads in
Qatar and showed us how they entered and
spread around the country.
Thank you to all our speakers!

CORAL REEFS AND
SUSTAINABLE FISHERIES
Dr Pedro Range

The Persian/Arabian Gulf is a semi-enclosed marginal sea, separated from the
Indian Ocean by the Strait of Hormuz. Its shallow depth and restricted water
exchange result in hypersaline conditions (exceeding 40 ppt) and large fluctuations
in seawater temperature, ranging from 36 degrees Celsius in summer to below 15
degrees Celsius in winter. Even under these extreme conditions, which largely
exceed the physiological tolerance limits for corals in other regions, coral reefs
were historically widespread in Qatar, having been described as an extensive,
thriving and lush ecosystem, lining most of the coastline. Despite their resilience,
Gulf corals are still vulnerable to threats and disturbances and are currently facing
massive losses or even regional extinction. The main causes of these losses are:
rising seawater temperatures; loss and degradation of coastal habitat; marine
pollution and overfishing. The severity of these pressures has been escalating in
recent decades, because of the rampant rate of coastal development (Figure 1). Our
recent surveys in Qatar show most of the coastal reefs are now dead or heavily
degraded, sustaining only a residual, stress-tolerant coral community, paired with
increasing algal cover. Algae compete directly with corals for light and space and
can easily outcompete corals, unless they are controlled by herbivorous fish or
invertebrates, which are critical to facilitate coral recovery in reefs affected by
bleaching and mortality events.

Significant coral communities are currently restricted to the north-eastern tip of the
Qatari peninsula and around offshore seamounts and islands. While these deeper
offshore reefs have so far escaped the worst impacts and can be considered as
hotspots or refuges for coral conservation, change is underway in these systems as
well. In fact, Acropora table corals, the historically dominant reef-building species in
the Gulf (Figure 2), are now a rare occurrence, even in these offshore reefs. Given the
importance of the three-dimensional habitat provided by these corals, their loss is
also affecting reef-associated fish, which account for 95% of total fisheries landings
in Qatar. According to the latest national fisheries statistics, the percentage of fish
stocks within safe biological limits has declined from 72% in 2010 to 68% in 2015,
which parallels the decrease in coral cover observed during the same period. The
continued degradation and loss of coral ecosystems represents, therefore, a
substantial threat for fisheries stocks in Qatar.

Acropora table coral / Photo: Pedro Range

A recent analysis of Automatic Identification System (AIS) data, a radio-based
tracking system, mandatory for all boats operating in the EEZ of Qatar, revealed the
major hotspots for fishing activity coincide with offshore coral reefs (Figure 3). This
spatial overlap is another indication of the importance of these habitats to the
fisheries sector in Qatar. Conversely, fishing activity is also one of the most relevant
pressures in offshore coral reefs (Figure 4). In fact, although bottom trawling has
been totally banned in Qatar since 1992, causing a temporary reduction in fishing
effort and catches (Figure 5), the prevalent use of the multi-hooked grapple known as
“manshal”, to retrieve the traditional fish traps “gargoors” from the seafloor, has a
considerable detrimental impact on coral reef habitats.

Spatial overlap between fishing efforts and offshore
coral reefs in the EEZ of Qatar

Total fisheries landings for Qatar between 1950 and 2018

Lost gargoor (top); lost
manshal (middle); lost
fishing rope tangled in
Acropora coral (bottom)

The preservation of coastal ecosystems and sustainability of marine resources is one
of the seven goals defined in the Qatar National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan
2015-2025, which are aligned with the Aichi targets of the Convention on Biological
Diversity. Some of the priority actions for achieving this goal are critical for the
preservation and restoration of coral reefs and the sustainable exploitation of
fisheries stocks in Qatar. These include, but are not limited to, the following:
Eliminate fisheries subsidies and impose a moratorium on licensing of new fishing
boats
Introduce new regulations, banning the use of destructive fishing practices, such
as the “manshal”
Develop a training program for fishermen on marine environment protection
Establish a fisheries observer program to monitor the enforcement of fishing
regulations at sea
Implement regular stock assessments and impose catch quotas for the most
important commercial species
Identify key areas that act as nurseries or spawning habitat for fish and introduce
seasonal closures
Identify key areas for coral conservation, to be designated as marine protected
areas, including “no take” reserves for areas with Acropora table corals
Develop a consumer awareness campaign on the status of local fish stocks, to
encourage the purchase of sustainably-fished species.

Large schools of adult orange-spotted trevally (Carangoides bajad) often found
in coral reef habitats and are widespread in Qatar / Photo: Pedro Range

QATAR DESERT ECOLOGY
Dr Aspa D.Chatziefthimiou

1. Many people view the desert as a barren place, tell us about life there
It is true that the Qatari desert looks dusty, empty and quiet. But actually, she
hosts 2,000 species of organisms, not counting microbes, half on land and the
rest in her coasts and seas. Their activity is imperceivable, because most animals
lead a cryptic existence, camouflaged to blend in with the desert colors, or
hiding in their burrows in daytime. Much of my understanding of her inhabitants
comes from spending endless hours roaming the desert, imprinting the
surroundings and seasonal changes. Reading signs of activity, and tracking
footprints, the ancient art of indigenous people, I have “seen” the fox chasing a
desert hare, the dhub living peacefully next to a jird’s burrow, Arabian horned
vipers side winding down sandy patches, and camels sand bathing. The rains and
cooler temperatures of the winter and spring, bring the growth of annuals,
painting the desert green and signaling reproduction cues for animals. Chances
of live sightings during this time increase, and explorers who sit still and quiet,
are rewarded by the European Hoopoe, the blue-headed agama, the Egyptian
hedgehog and many others.

Dr Aspa conducting fieldwork with her dog Starr / Photo: Raviv Cohen

2. How do these organisms cope with extreme heat?
Life in the desert is all about maintaining a balance of thermal energy and water.
For example, to avoid over-heating the fox releases heat from her long ears, and
stays mostly in her burrow during daytime to avoid the scorching rays of the sun.
Many animals exhibit this behavior of avoidance to the extremes.

Water conservation is a physiological adaptation. Animals obtain most of their
water from prey or plants, and are more efficient at retaining it in their bodies
than we are. This is why the dhub’s poop and urine are solid and dry. When it
comes to plants, perennials have an amazing capacity at extracting scarce
nutrients from the soil, and annuals are very fast in their response to rain, going
from seed to vegetative state to seed dispersal, a full life cycle, in just a matter of
a few months.

Biocrusts / Photos:Aspa D. Chatziefthimiou

3. What is your personal favourite desert inhabitant?
All the desert inhabitants are my favourite because as an ecologist I have an
innate sense of how important each one is to the healthy functioning of nature. If
I had to choose, I would deem cyanobacteria my top favorite, because they are
the reason that brought me to the desert, and although tiny they revolutionized
biological life as we know it by oxygenating the atmosphere about 3.5 billion
years ago. As we speak, they are working on providing many ecosystem services
to keep our world turning like keeping our soil fertile, and removing greenhouse
gases from the atmosphere to fight climate change.

Yellow spotted agama

Baby blue crab

Greater hoopoe lark

4. How critical is it to know and understand this environment?
It is critical to understand the local environment, wherever we reside. This is the
way we come to have vested interest in the local nature, becoming more eager to
protect and be her respectful stewards. You can think of this “local knowledge”
as a sister movement to “buy local produce” and “support local businesses”. I am
very happy and proud to work with many organizations, including QNHG, on
building up and sharing this knowledge base on local wildlife and ecology.
Finally, our desert environment is even more critical to understand, because it is
very fragile and sensitive to disturbance. This is why we always give best practice
guidelines for exploration which include: always drive on desert highways, never
step on plants and never destroy burrows; keep your distance and marvel
animals from afar because they get distressed in our presence. Our moto is “pick
up your trash, keep nature clean”.

Photo: Aspa D. Chatziefthimiou

SNORKELLING
Katie Reeves led a group of QNHG enthusiasts in October to discover
aspects of marine life off the coast of a beach near Al Mafjar.
The spot was perfect for snorkelling through different habitats, with
patches of sand, seagrass meadows, some rocks, and coral reefs. The low
tide made it easy to swim close to the seafloor and observe the flora and
fauna.
Even though most of the coral reef was dead from episodes of bleaching
registered in the past decade, it was fascinating to observe the
biodiversity. Many colourful fish, huge blue crabs, several cuttlefish and
hermit crabs. It was very obviously mating season for the blue crabs.
We ended this pleasant morning with a much-needed beach cleanup to
remove some of the plastic and other waste from this beautiful
environment.

Photos: Ray Toh

DESERT DRIVING
Sands weathered in Anatolia and carried by the Tigris and Euphrates
rivers blow across Qatar toward the Rub' al-Khali, providing an exciting
challenge to inexperienced drivers.
In October 2020, QNHG and Desert Riders gave members an opportunity
to safely traverse the dunes between Doha and the Inland Sea learning
how to manage their vehicles in soft sand.
Caleb Ruth and other marshalls from the Dune Riders club, led us
through the theory and practice of driving on sand, whilst minimizing
our environmental impact and enjoying safe and responsible off-road
excursions.

Photos: Phil Cullen

FISH TRAPS
On the north coast of Qatar, the rocky outlines of stone traps resolutely
remain in the tidal zones at places like Al Ruwais and Al Areesh. They are
evidence that before the economic benefits of harnessing fossil fuels, fishing
helped feed Qatari communities.
In November 2020, Dr Ferhan Sakal, Head of Survey and Excavation at Qatar
Museums, led a QNHG ramble through the tidal flats at Al Ruwais and along
the tidal fringe at Al Areesh. He told us all about the diversity of fish in the
Arabian Gulf and in Qatar, habitat use, threats to fish populations and possible
strategies to improve the status of fish stocks in Qatar.
We also collected rubbish from the shoreline for Sustainability Week.

Photos: Phil Cullen

Photos: Phil Cullen

RAWDATS
Rawdat in Arabic means garden or meadow. These areas rely on occasional
rainfall and runoff for the development and survival of flora and fauna in karst
depressions.
In November, QNHG rambled west of Al Jumailiyah in rawdats recently
reinvigorated by light rain. We observed the biocrusts, which stabilize and
improve soil fertility and allow higher-level plants to establish. We observed
vigorous growth of shrubs and trees supporting an active community of bird
and animal life, as well as the threats posed by vehicle and camping access.
Photos: Phil Cullen

AL KARRARAH JEBELS
At the end of January, a group went to explore the jebels near Al Karrarah
village. The area is known for its geological features, limestone and chalk
escarpments, and especially the outcrops from the Hofuf formation, with
fluvial deposits. The weather was perfect for a walk towards the top of one
hill.
It was a pleasant surprise to discover some fossils on a limestone bed, mostly
made of gastropods and clamshells. The top of the hill was covered with
beautiful and colorful pebbles.
A few lizards, including a toad-head agama, and some crested larks and
wheatears were observed whilst visiting. Unfortunately, the area is also used
to dump sheep carcasses.
We took this opportunity to invite a TV crew from the upcoming Channel 37 to
document the area and our activities. It should be featured in one of their
documentaries on the Qatari environment.
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AL WAKRA BIRDING
A sunrise trip to the beach is
always

a

refreshing

experience. Add to it bird
watching and one feels like
flying on top of the world!
On

18th

September

we

organized a ramble on Wakra
beach and public gardens.
The birding trip began with a
little introduction on how
and what to look out for
whilst watching birds.
The tide was low and it
offered

plenty

of

opportunities to wade across
and

get

up

close

and

personal to the wading birds.
18 birders observed a total of
26 species on the day.
Whimbrel

Photo: Claire Low-Kelly

Golden plover

Common redshank

Oyster catcher
Photos: Omer bin Abdul Aziz

AL KARAANA LAGOONS
We organized a birding trip to Ashghal’s Al Karaana Lagoons to observe
the Global Big Day and raise awareness of the illegal bird trade.
More than 33,000 people from all over the world observed 7,121 species
of birds. QNHG played its part – 15 members observed a total of 29
species to add Qatar to the Global Big Day participant list.
Al Karaana gets its name from the Arabic “karaa” meaning rain or
freshwater. It once had a well with exceptionally good-quality water.
But 2006-2015, untreated waste water was dumped in this area.

It

contaminated the soil and caused the loss of habitat and wildlife.
Ashghal addressed this environmental concern by carrying out a
massive project for treating the soil and creating three artificial lagoons
with a total capacity of 2.4 million cubic metres. Now only treated water
is disposed of here thus helping rebuild a healthy habitat in which
wildlife can flourish.

Photo: Thierry Lesales

Clockwise from top: Osprey;
Grey Wagtail; Pied Avocet
Photo: Thierry Lesales
Photos: Thierry Lesales

CITIZEN SCIENCE

Lesser-crested terns (Sterna bengalensis)
have orange-yellow bills distinguishing them
from Sandwich terns.
Shakeel Shafik, Al Wakra

Red foxes (Vulpes vulpes arabica)
range in colour from light sand
to reddish brown.
Brenda Mooney, Mesaieed

Indian silverbill (Lanchura
Arabian wild bees are non-

malabarica). Old nests can

agressive and their nests can

sometimes be used as

be left alone with the bees
moving on on their own.

overnight lodgings.
Brenda Mooney, Purple Island

Ray Toh, Barwa City
Become a
Citizen Scientist!

Black redstart
(Phoenicurus ochruros) is
Song thrush (Turdus philomelos) a winter visitor to Qatar.
is a winter visitor to Qatar.
Omer bin Abdul Aziz,
Lu Sun, Al Ruwais

Barwa City

These apps help
identify Qatar's
flora & fauna:
Qatar eNature
iNaturalist
eBird
GoBIrd
Find out more at
www.qnhg.org

GEMINIDS METEOR SHOWER
They say that when God looks down upon Earth, his gaze breaks the sky and
through it, a star falls - a shooting star. We saw plenty on this night.
It was moonless with no clouds and our view was from deep in the dark
desert. This year's Geminids lived up to our expectations.
The ramble was led by a group of campers and by nightfall, we had our tents
up, jackets on and cameras out. The sky looked promising from the very
beginning and we started seeing meteors right after sunset.
Every meteor was given the respect it deserved: "Oh wow!" "That was
awesome!" "So bright!" "Did you see that?" "Brilliant!"
As the night went on, the group grew and so did the "Wows!" and "Ohhs!"
The line of meteors could be traced back to the Gemini constellation, hence
their name, although they don't actually come from there. When a comet, or
in this case an asteroid, orbits the inner solar system, the sun's heat breaks
some of it up. This material, left in the asteroid's wake, burns up as it enters
the Earth's atmosphere and gives us a magnificent display!
A small group of devotees watched the shower all the way to the morning,
seeing its peak at 2am.
In the photos, you can see the Milky Way separating Orion and Gemini.
Pleaides is in the top right hand corner and the brightest star is Sirius.

GREAT CONJUNCTION
On the eve of 21st December, Qatar Natural History Group gathered to observe
the rare celestial Great Conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn. When two objects
in the sky come close to each other, astronomers call it a conjunction. The
term Great Conjunction is reserved for Jupiter & Saturn only. Both planets
appear close to each other every twenty years. However this year, they came
as close as 0.1 degrees. By comparison, the full moon diameter is 0.5 degrees.
Last time they came this close and were visible was in 1226. We will not have
to wait this long for the next such event as it will happen in the year 2080.
Both Jupiter and Saturn remained visible for a number of weeks. Best tip to
spot them was to look for a bright star (planet Jupiter) half an hour after
sunset towards the southwest.

Photo: Kurt Bozkurt using his telesope and a special astrophotography camera. Jupiter's weather
belts and Saturn's rings are easily visible. We can also see four moons of Saturn and three of Jupiter
and four galilean moons of Jupiter.

FIRST TIME CAMPING
Soraiya Omer

I’ve never been camping before however it has always managed to entice me
in one way or another. Just the other day my father came from work and told
my mother about the camping trip Qatar Natural History Group was organising
and my daring desires heard that wonderfully exciting NEWS in the blink of an
eye and I rushed to my living room to ask my parents “WHEN, HOW, WHERE?”.
They told me it would take place near a dune in the outskirts of Qatar. Hearing
that I wasn’t very pleased, for I hated sand and its tingly sensations, but I
couldn’t say no because it was none other than camping and I couldn’t refuse!
On reaching the designated destination I met many other members of the
group and had a blast talking with them. However there had to be a climax, a
problem which could’ve ruined the whole trip…
Our camp wouldn’t set! It was extremely stressful and all of us were trying our
best to make it stand, but it just wouldn’t.
I love the community of QNHG, they came to our rescue and helped us raise
the tent properly. Not only that but throughout the trip I think the community,
the way they helped us, entertained us was the best.
We put down a nice cloth on the floor, covered ourselves with blankets and sat
cosily in a circle with proper social distancing and looked at the beautiful stars
shining in the sky. We caught a glance at some shooting stars as well and had
fun to its level best.
I’d have to say, this was the best camping trip ever.

Soraiya Omer

QATAR CHILDREN'S MUSEUM
Last December, our group took the opportunity to collaborate with the team
from Qatar Children’s Museum, a project under development by Qatar
Museum. The main goal was to help shed light on the Qatari natural heritage
during the National Day festivities, raising awareness about the environment
and its biodiversity.
On our social media platforms we put weekly posts on the topics of avifauna;
different ecosystems; flora; and key geological features. Qatar Children's
Museum also shared some unique stories, testimonies, and workshop ideas to
learn more and have fun discovering the Qatari environment.
It was a positive experience and a successful campaign, and we look forward
to more opportunities like this.

THE STEERING COMMITTEE
Dr Thierry Lesales, Chairman
b40241@gmail.com

Dr Aspa D Chatziefthimiou, Talks Coordinator
a.d.chatziefthimiou@gmail.com
Ahmad Al Saygh, Qatari Liason Officer
alsaygh@gmail.com
Claire Low-Kelly, Secretary
yeeloo22@aol.com
Omer Bin Abdul Aziz, Rambles Coordinator
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ray_toh@hotmail.com
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Brenda Mooney, Treasurer
mooneybrenda89@gmail.com
Laura Brennan, Newsletter Editor
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UPCOMING TALKS
March 10
Vaccinology In The Time Of Covid
Dr

Simon

Dobson,

Medical

Director

of

Antimicrobial

Stewardship and Infection, Prevention and Control, Sidra
April 7
TBC
May 12
Why Natural History Matters More Than Ever
Dr Thomas L Fleischner, Executive Director, Natural History
Institute
June/July
TBC

RAMBLES & OUTINGS
All QNHG rambles and outings are on hold until Qatar's
COVID-19 restrictions allow for 30 participants again.
Please keep checking our website and Facebook page
for updates and we will also keep members informed
via email.

GOT SOMETHING TO SAY?
We welcome all contributions
to the newsletter - do drop us a email!

VISIT US ONLINE
www.qnhg.org
facebook.com/qnhg.org
instagram.com/qatarnaturalhistory

